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The Importance of Nonprofit PR

     The months of November and December are often associated with giving thanks and giving back. 
For some public relations practitioners, giving back is practiced through their everyday work in 
nonprofit PR. 
      Nonprofit organizations are dedicated to bettering communities, and they cannot achieve their 
goals without the help of public relations professionals. These organizations rely on funding through 
donations, and nonprofit PR professionals are called to help bring in subsidies through creative and 
strategic planning. 
      Nonprofit PR professionals must conduct campaigns through various channels such as events, 
social media, newsletters and creative operations. Those who work in nonprofit PR must think 
outside-of-the-box to generate money.
      Thanks to the work of nonprofit PR, organizations can achieve their goals and continue their work 
in bettering the world around them. 

Upcoming Events Blog Mentions
“Five steps to take after internship fair”

“The role of PR in nonprofit organizations”

Dec. 5 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Townsend Kiva
                               of Moore Hall

By: Haley Les

By: Abby Fischer

Hot Chocolate Fundraiser

Christmas Party
Dec. 10th at 5 p.m. in Moore 120

We’re Social @CMUPRSSA



PRSSA PRofile
What You Missed

Bowling Social: Nov. 5

General Meeting: Nov. 15

PRSSA members were invited to attend a bowling social held at the Student Activity Center. 
Members enjoyed a game of bowling and socialized with one another over pizza and beverages.

PRSSA members were given the opportunity to learn more about agency PR with guest speaker Mike 
DeVilling. DeVilling operated his own media relations firm, The Devilling Group, for over 
twenty years before accepting a senior partner position with Finn Partners of Detroit. DeVilling 
discussed how he transformed his dreams of owning and operating his own PR firm into a reality, 
while he explained how his previous role differs from his new career in agency PR.

PR Central Update

“November has been a busy and exciting month for PR Central. Our 
client groups have been working hard to complete their fall 
campaigns before winter break. Another exciting event that has been 
in the works for PR Central is the sixth annual Rubber Duck Derby. 
The Rubber Duck Derby will be taking place at the Soaring Eagle 
Waterpark and Hotel on March 28, 2018. You can purchase ducks for 
$2 a piece on our website www.cmuprcentral.com/duckderby for a 
chance to win $500!” 

–  Kaylah Metcalf, PR Central CEO
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Member of the Month

PRSSA’s Member of the Month is Abigail Fischer. 
Abby is a junior and has been a PRSSA member 
since January 2017. She is a part of two 
subcommittees within PRSSA – publications 
and professional development. In addition, she 
joined Central Michigan Life’s public relations 
team as a public relations executive.

Fischer’s favorite thing about PR is that your 
day-to-day tasks are always different and 
exciting. She looks forward to starting a career in 
PR because she knows she will always be on her 
toes. 

Fischer says that the best thing you can do is to 
get involved is by “[joining] CM Life, PR Central, 
GC Mag, or any other organization on campus 

Profile Credits

that will give you experience outside of the 
classroom. You could gain event planning 
experience or social media experience working 
for an RSO that you’re interested in.”

AP Style Tip Design Tip
Affect vs Effect

 A good way to remember the difference is 
that affect is a verb, and effect is a noun.

Will the weather affect the outcome of the 
baseball game?

The effect the weather had on the pitcher’s 
game was detrimental.

If you’re unsure if you should be using affect or 
not, try replacing it with another verb.

The rain affected all the fans.

The rain soaked all the fans.

White space is not your enemy. First, white 
space does not have to be white. Think 
of white space as space that is not being 
“used”; it does not contain actual 
information. Leaving space around certain 
areas, in any design, can improve readability, 
attentiveness and overall aesthetic.
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